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Brooke Mackenzie
Senior Advisor, Project Management
Phoenix

Education
Brooke holds a Bachelor of Arts in Design Studies with minors in interior design history and urban planning from 
Arizona State University. 

Contact
602.648.4688 office
480.353.8101 mobile
bmackenzie@cresa.com

Professional Experience
Brooke, Senior Advisor on the Project Management team, has an extensive background working for construction and design 
firms, giving her a unique perspective throughout a project. She’s been able to work with a variety of clients, design teams 
and consultants to deliver successful and innovative projects. Her passion for working with clients and helping their vision 
come to life makes Brooke a great addition to Cresa.

Clients
•  ACCEL •  Axway •  Burch & Cracchiolo

•  Insight •  OpenWorks •  Indeed

•  ZipRecruiter •  Connected Vehicle Optimization (CVO) •  NovaSource

•  ASML •  May Potenza Baran & Gillespie, P.C. •  Bestway

•  Werner •  Silicon Valley Bank (SVB)

Brooke is professional, detail oriented, and creative. We were 
a few months into a 20,000 sq. foot build out when she came 
on to our project. From day one, she was on top of all aspects 
of design and construction. No question or detail was too 
small for her to research and give us an informed answer. 
When we were at decision points, she provided clear advice 
and direction. We finished on schedule and under budget, 
and at the end of the project we got a surprise. We were 
wondering how to place and hang the law firm’s artwork, and 
Brooke volunteered and made an already great space look 
even better. Managing a construction project can be stressful, 
but it was always a pleasure to work with Brooke. Our offices 
are special because of the personal attention and touch that 
she provided, and we recommend her without reservation.”  

David M. Villadolid, Shareholder,   |  Burch & Cracchiolo, P.A.


